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Abstract
Background: is article discusses the design of Web-based research
soware to computationally analyze the international news coverage of the
playwright Oscar Wilde’s 1895 sex trials. Over two months, Wilde stood
three trials, eventually being convicted of “gross indecency” (1885 Criminal
Law Amendment Act).
Analysis: Over the past year, we have collaboratively designed a program to
advance our understanding of the trials’ cultural impact as they were
reported in newspapers around the world. Bridging our expertise in
nineteenth-century cultural history and soware engineering, we discuss
the concept and design of the Wilde Trials Web App, as well as early discoveries about
the French news coverage and plans for the program’s further development.
Conclusion and implications: Our work stands at the forefront of soware design and
data-driven research on the nineteenth-century press.
Keywords: Oscar Wilde; Gross indecency; Trials 1895; International; Press coverage;
News; Reprint; Verbatim; Web app; Transcription; Digitize; Collection; Algorithm
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The origins of the Web app
e Wilde Trials Web App was designed in response to a speciﬁc research question
related to the famous sex trials of Oscar Wilde: to what extent were news reports on the
trials reprinted per verbatim? His three trials were an international media event in
1895 and were front-page news the world over for nearly a two-month period. His
celebrity and the sexual nature of the trials (which disclosed sodomy, male prostitution,
sexual blackmail, intergenerational relationships, mock-marriages, cross-dressing,
sexual seduction, and “the love that dare not speak its name”) triggered this media
sensation as well as debates about press standards. Although the Wilde trials are
perhaps the most studied media event of the nineteenth century, the volume of their
worldwide press coverage remains unknown (Cohen, 1993; Erber, 1996; Foldy, 1997;
Fotheringham, 2003; Ivory, 2012; Robinson, 2015; Walshe, 2005; Wan, 2006). Yet, it is
only when the news reports are aggregated that one begins to realize how much of the
reporting within regional zones was exactly the same and circulated within press
networks. e Parisian press coverage of the trials is just one example of this
homogenization of news. Eighteen diﬀerent daily newspapers covered the trials,
publishing a total of 466 reports and over 200,000 words. Almost half of those reports
printed content that was over 60 percent identical to content published by one or more
competing newspapers. is is a striking discovery, one that counters assumptions
about the virtuosity of the Parisian press, and opens up inquiry about the public
impact of multiple exposures of the same news content from a closely connected group
of newspapers. is line of inquiry can only be undertaken, however, with the
collection and transcription of news reports in aggregate, and a computational
instrument that can detect matching news.
e digitization of newspaper collections, by commercial providers and national
libraries, has advanced capabilities for the aggregation of full-text corpuses. e bigger
challenge is ﬁnding a text-sharing tool that can operate on a large corpus. ere are
Web-based text-comparison tools that assist with the close analysis of textual matching
and diﬀerence. Mergely enables side-by-side comparison of two documents and
visualizes textual deletions and additions. Juxta is an open source tool created by the
Applied Research and Patacriticism team at the University of Virginia to aid the
scholarly collation of digitized texts. It allows for the comparison of two or more
witnesses and displays diﬀerences through three available visualizations. CollateX,
developed as an Interedition project, also lets users compare textual variations and
outputs results through variant graphs (Dekker, van Hulle, Middell, Neyt, & van
Zundert, 2014; Ross & Sayers, 2014). ese tools were designed for the close analysis of
diﬀerent versions of text, not for the large-scale multidirectional comparison of
thousands of documents. Plagiarism-detection soware such as Turnitin, which is
licensed via subscription to educational providers, is more suitable for identifying text
sharing in a large corpus. Turnitin indexes a large number of documents, detects and
quantiﬁes the percentage of text sharing across these documents, and also provides a
visual interface for close textual comparison (Shahabi, 2012). Because this soware is
designed primarily to detect instances of plagiarism, however, its interface for close text
comparison is not designed for careful and sustained analysis. A pop-up window is
generated for a document in question that highlights any passages of matched text, but
it requires the user to navigate between links and windows to cross-reference matching
text. ere is also the problem of using soware for purposes other than those
originally intended. Every document uploaded into Turnitin is compared to those in
the account holder’s corpus, the company’s archive, and on the Web – expanding the
scope of comparison beyond a self-contained corpus. e company also stores in
perpetuity all documents uploaded on its server, which prevents the reindexing of the
corpus as the soware will generate match reports between the account holder’s
original and revised corpus, becoming a relentless self-duplicating machine.
In short, there was no existing computational instrument that could help answer the
question as to what extent news reports on the Wilde trials were reprinted per
verbatim. e existing tools, however, provided models for designing research soware
that could analyze a corpus of news reports on the Wilde trials. What was needed was a
program that could house an extensible database of news reports, detect and quantify
the degree of text sharing across these documents, and provide a visual interface for
the close examination of shared passages. e creation of this program would enable
data-driven inquiry of Wilde news reports as informational strings structured by the
period’s international news markets (Barth, 2014; Silberstein-Loeb, 2014) and allow for
text-driven inquiry, central to traditional textual criticism, cognizant of the unique
local properties of all texts and the myriad social codes embedded in their textual
conditions and transformations (McGann, 1991). Such a program would ideally allow
for both quantitative and qualitative analysis of these news reports – large-scale
analysis of aggregated news and its potential impacts, and close analysis of textual
diﬀerence, such as divergent news as well as instances of censorship and contra-
censorship. e next step was to custom design such a program.
Designing the Web app
Simon Fraser University’s Digital Humanities Innovation Lab, housed in the library,
has been the digital laboratory for the development and design of this program. Over
the last two years, it has provided optical character recognition (OCR) digitization
services, technical expertise and systems resources, and opportunities for
interdisciplinary collaboration. is collaboration has resulted in the Wilde Trials Web
App, a custom-built textbase and text-sharing detection program for analyzing the
Wilde trials news reports.
e Wilde Trials Web App currently contains over 1,100 separate news reports on the
Wilde trials that have been gathered from British, French, American, and Australian
newspapers, in both English and French languages. ese reports are full-runs of
newspaper coverage on the Wilde trials through April and May 1895; and they are all
in text format and have been (or are in the process of being) double corrected by a
research team. National digitization projects, such as Trove, Europeana, and Gallica,
have been instrumental in this curation process, as have newspapers digitized by Gale-
Cengage and other commercial providers. e program also includes transcribed
reports from newspapers that have yet to be digitized, such as the expatriate English-
language Parisian papers. e research team is a small and changing group of
postgraduate, graduate, and undergraduate students that has worked together to locate,
correct, and sometimes transcribe these reports. At this point, Dr. Sarah Bull and Cécile
Loyen have been most involved in this curatorial and editorial work, the ﬁrst focusing
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on a sample set of British reports, and the latter focusing on French reports. is
corpus is continually growing: its size is limited only by the extent of newspaper
digitization projects, the willingness of the bleary-eyed research team to correct (and
retranscribe) OCR documents, and the scope and staging of the work. So far the group
has concentrated on collecting news reports published in France and America, the two
regions outside Britain where Wilde was most famous. As the only full-text report
textbase – in print or online – our Web application is instrumental to large-scale
research on the international coverage of the Wilde trials.
e program also includes a text-sharing algorithm that processes all of these news
reports: it parses up the documents and generates data on the number of matching
documents and the percentage of text sharing. Designing the Web app’s text-sharing
algorithm was one of the principal challenges. e main objective was to detect text
sharing across multiple documents in many-to-many relationships. One news report
could share a substantial amount of copy with eight diﬀerent newspapers, each of
which might have made subtle textual changes in the transmission and editorial
process that reveal diﬀerent news sources or news alliances. e program needed to
capture all of those instances of matching. Choosing the right string metric to detect
this text sharing happened early in the program’s development stage, and was far less
complicated than determining how to markup the text to maximize the algorithm’s
eﬃciency. ese nineteenth-century newspapers oen had shared content, but
arranged it diﬀerently, depending on national practices and the material properties of
the newspaper (such as paper size). Some newspapers broke up large blocks of text into
smaller paragraphs; others added a series of crossheads; and others reorganized the
order of paragraphs. Although the paragraph appears to have been the principal
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Figure 1: Wilde Trials Web App index view
informational unit in the news marketplace, the string algorithm could not simply
operate on the paragraph level to be eﬀective at detecting press networks (Slauter,
2012). e program, therefore, allows the algorithm to run both at the paragraph and
document level; and for each individual news report, it indexes the number of
document- and paragraph-level matches that have been identiﬁed (see Figure 1).
e Wilde Trials Web App also provides a variety of interfaces for viewing the reports,
enabling diﬀerent types of detailed textual comparison and analysis of text matching.
First, there is a single-report view that collates at the paragraph level all matched text
from other newspapers. is view also provides data about the report’s document and
paragraph-level matches, with links to the corresponding reports (see Figure 2).
Second, there is a side-by-side view of two reports. is interface shows three columns:
the ﬁrst is the base report, the second is the report to which it is being compared, and
the third merges the two reports and features a double colour-code index highlighting
deletions and additions made to the two documents (see Figure 3).
A third viewing interface lists all of the paragraph similarities across the entire
database (currently a feature that is helpful for identifying the most highly diﬀused
paragraphs during the Wilde trials) (see Figure 4).
Finally, there is a freestyle comparison interface that works as a text-comparison
laboratory: it allows the user to select any two texts from within or outside the textbase,
and it then runs diﬀerent similarity metrics on the selected passages. e program’s
search function allows the user easily to grab these passages from anywhere in the
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Figure 2: Wilde Trials Web App single-report view
textbase, and allows for high user interactivity with the textual material and quantiﬁed
comparative analysis (see Figure 5).
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Figure 3: Wilde Trials Web App side-by side view of two reports
Figure 4: Wilde Trials Web App all paragraph similarities
With its full-text document database, text-sharing
algorithm, and multiple interfaces for textual
comparison and data display, the Web app is a
powerful and versatile tool for both large-scale
aggregate analysis and close detailed analysis of the
international news coverage of the Wilde trials.
Signiﬁcant editorial labour and technical
development have gone into creating the program’s
design and functionality, involving everyone on the
research team. To start with the editorial work, the
news reports are organized into directories. e top-
level directory is the region where the report
originated (America, France, Australia, Britain), and
then there is one directory in each region for each
paper from that region. Files follow strict naming
conventions using the name and date of the
publication. Automated scripts written in the Perl
programming language check the ﬁle and directory
names to report any inconsistencies and to ensure
the names meet the strict standards.
Most of these reports start out as an OCR
transcription (though some newspapers have been
manually transcribed). Members of the research team open the text in a plain-text
editor, such as TextWrangler, and convert the content to UTF-8 Unicode text. Ensuring
that each step of the process uses the same character encoding is crucial to preventing
problems down the line. e OCR ﬁles include all the text on the newspaper page.
Someone on the research team will start by removing the unrelated text surrounding
the report, an important part of the curatorial process that ensures that only news
related to the trials is gathered and subject to quantiﬁcation. en an editor cleans the
OCR by correcting spelling, word spacing, and punctuation. Finally, someone
compares the corrected text against the report and inserts paragraph breaks as they
appear in the original. Determining paragraph breaks requires some interpretation, as
mentioned above, as the line and paragraph breaks are not always clear. An editorial
policy is in place for the research team with instructions on paragraphing and
diplomatic transcription. Once the ﬁles have been edited, they are processed into very
simple, unstyled XHTML using a Perl script. e Perl script transforms paragraphs in
the plain-text version to paragraphs in XHTML. e script also adds basic metadata
for the region, paper title, publication date, and word count. is metadata is encoded
following the Dublin Core Metadata Standards, generic terms used for describing a
wide range of artefacts. e generated XHTML also contains markup for line and
paragraph breaks.
e text ﬁles that have been transformed to XHTML are then loaded into eXist, an
open source XML database, where they are indexed for similarity. XQuery modules
process the documents and paragraphs for similarity in a few steps; they
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Figure 5: Wilde Trials Web App
freestyle comparison interface
List all the documents/paragraphs;1.
Normalize the documents/paragraphs by converting to lowercase and removing2.
punctuation and extra space. is normalization reduces the inﬂuence of any
transcription errors or stylistic diﬀerences in the papers; and
Compare each document/paragraph against every other document/paragraph3.
using the Levenshtein distance string metric.
Levenshtein distance records the number of character edits (insertions or deletions)
required to turn one string into another. Two documents that are similar will have very
small Levenshtein distance. Turning the distance between two documents to a measure
of similarity is straightforward:
similarity = 1 - distance / maximum length
e similarity between two documents is stored as a Dublin Core metadata element in
the document’s head. For paragraphs, the similarity is recorded as an HTML link at the
end of the paragraph. ese updates are done in eXist, using its XUpdate mechanism.
Initial similarity indexing runs were quite slow, as comparing every document to every
other document is a process (this big-O notation describes algorithms whose running
time is directly proportional to the square of the input size). Some optimizations have
therefore been implemented in the indexing code:
Short strings do not need to be compared. In this system, strings shorter than 24•
characters are ignored. is small optimization reduced the number of
comparisons by ten percent.
Similarity is a symmetric relationship. If documents A and B have a similarity of•
75 percent, then documents B and A also have a similarity of 75 percent and
there is no need to compare them. is cut the number of operations by half.
e ﬁrst paragraph in a document is the news report header. ese headers are•
oen similar – for example, “Wilde to Be Released on Bail” in Daily Inter Ocean
on May 4, 1895, compared to “Wilde Released On Bail” in Freeman’s Journal on
May 8, 1895 – even if the documents containing them are not (Daily Inter
Ocean, Freeman’s Journal). e algorithm therefore does not run on headers.
If the string lengths of documents A and B diﬀer by more than 40 percent, then•
the documents must be less than 60 percent similar. We set our paragraph- and
document-level match thresholds at 60 percent. is optimization provided the
biggest improvement to the running time.
Without these optimizations, indexing the documents took eight hours. Aer
optimizing the algorithm, indexing runtime takes about an hour.
Other XQuery modules list the documents in the database and provide searching via
the Lucene full-text engine, a search-function that is included with eXist. Documents
are displayed in a Web browser via an XQuery module, which injects similar
paragraphs from other documents in the output as blockquote XHTML elements.
Aer a few rounds of revision, over a roughly eight-month development period, the
ﬁrst stage of the program’s design was complete and comparisons were run.
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Early discoveries
e Wilde Trials Web App has already led to signiﬁcant early discoveries about the
Parisian press coverage of the trials. e program currently includes full-runs on the
three trials from 18 diﬀerent Parisian daily newspapers, most of which were gathered
from the collection of periodicals digitized by Gallica. is corpus is comprehensive
(though it does exclude a minority of newspapers that have not been digitized, as well
as weekly and monthly periodicals), and it is also diverse, as it includes newspapers
from across the political spectrum, as well as expatriate Parisian papers published in
English. Leading scholarship on the French news reports on the trials has thus far
focused on the opinion pieces (Erber, 1996). As important as these were
for their commentary (on the British justice system, the moral
judgement of art, the role of the press, and male sexual deviance), they
accounted for only a small proportion of the total reporting on trials,
less than six percent. Almost 92 percent of Parisian coverage was in
the form of news reports (see Figure 6). 
e Web app helps reveal the incredible extent to which the news
circulating in Paris kiosks, oﬃces, and cafés about Wilde’s London
trials sounded very much the same. Opening up almost any French-
language news report on the trials within the program reveals
numerous document-level matches with other French news reports.
One report from the popular newspaper Le Matin shared as much as
90 percent identical text with reports from seven other Parisian
newspapers (see Figure 7). 
Figure 7: Document-level match data for Le Matin news report on April 20, 1895
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Total number
of items by
type of news
Figure 6: Types of news on the Wilde 
trials in the Parisian press
In fact, data derived from the Web app and visualized graphically using Tableau
soware reveals that 67 percent of Le Matin’s total reports published during the trials
matched reports from other newspapers (see Figure 8). 
Le Matin was by no means exceptional in this text-sharing practice: at least 20 percent
of all reports published in the French-language papers shared content with other
newspapers, and some newspapers were as high as 90 percent (see Figure 9). 
e document-level match data generated from the Web app also leads to
new understanding of how these reports circulated within distinctive
press networks. Document-level match data from the program uploaded
into Gephi network visualization soware generates a network graph that
shows just how highly centralized the French-language press was (see
Figure 10). Five groups of papers transmitted streams of news about the
Wilde trials. e English-language expatriate press, which consisted of
exactly two papers in 1895, made up two of these groups. ey sourced
their news by diverse means, so their news was diﬀerent from the French-
language dailies as well as from each other. e French-language daily
press formed into another three groups of interconnected papers, or
strongly connected components. e ﬁrst mostly highly connected group
consisted of two papers only (Le XIXe Siècle and Le Rappel) whose reports
were very similar because they shared the same editorial oﬃces. e two
papers would eventually merge in 1899 (Albert, 1972). is group was
also closely connected to another second group of seven papers (Le Matin,
Le Journal, Le Petit Parisien, L’Echo de Paris, La Lanterne, La Justice, and
Le Gaulois). Both of these
groups reprinted many of
the same international
telegrams from the
international press agency
Havas, one of the big four
global news agencies of the
period (Barth, 2014;
Silberstein-Loeb, 2014). e
third group of French
papers (a group of ﬁve,
including Le Temps, Le
Figaro, Le Gaulois, La Presse,
and La Croix) was more
loosely connected to these
other two groups, as well as
to each other. Newspapers
like Le Temps and Le Figaro
also published Havas
telegrams about the trials,
which explains their textual connectivity to the other two groups, but they
supplemented these telegrams with other news-gathering methods and invested in good
10
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Figure 8: Percentage of matching reports
in Le Matinnewspaper
Figure 9: Percentage of matching reports on the Wilde trials in French newspapers
editing and writing that resulted in more diversiﬁed reporting on Wilde’s trials (Albert,
1972). e Web app thus generates match data that provides the ﬁrst quantitative picture
of newsmaking in Paris. It is also generating data-driven reception analysis of the trial
coverage in terms of volume, velocity, veracity, and networked activity. Such analysis
might also help us understand whether the “complex contagion” principle from
sociology might apply to the coverage of the Wilde trials (Centola & Macy, 2007): in
other words, was repeated exposure to the same news content integral to the adoption of
such a highly controversial topic? 
Figure 10: Dra text-sharing graph of Wilde trials news reports in French daily
newspapers; colour scheme identiﬁes the ﬁve diﬀerent news networks
Along with a quantitative picture of the Parisian news coverage, the Web app also helps
detect divergent news and diﬀerent local news standards. e interface for side-by-side
textual comparison, for example, has furthered understanding of how the expatriate
newspaper Galignani Messenger gathered and diﬀused news about the trials from
across the British Channel. Where one would have expected the Paris-based paper to
be more explicit than the British press, it repeatedly censored the sexual information
published in the London newspapers from which it sourced its news. In its April 12
report (Galignani Messenger), it omitted compromising testimony regarding
homosexual blackmail, which both its London source papers included. e British
newspapers Star and Reynolds’s Newspaper transcribed an exchange during which one
of the witnesses in the trial, an ex-valet named Charles Parker, admitted to
“impropriety” with an unnamed gentleman who was the target of a blackmailing
scheme (e London Star, Reynolds’s Newspaper). Although the Galignani Messenger
report shared essentially the same news report, it excluded this remarkable admission,
as well as the fuller questioning about extortion (see Figure 11). is omission was not
simply an instance of trimming, but a strategic cut that minimized disclosure about
sexual blackmail and the larger cultural process of the trials that linked sodomy to
blackmail (Bristow, 2016). at the Galignani Messenger moderately censored some of
the sexual information from the London papers invites questions about the extra-
national reach of Britain’s journalistic convention of silence around homosexual
11
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matters (Cocks, 2003; Powell, 2009), and overturns expectations of ﬁnding sexual
tolerance and expressive freedom in a newspaper based in the City of Light.  
ese early ﬁndings about the Parisian press indicate the kinds of qualitative and quantitative
analysis of the international news coverage of the trials facilitated by the Web app.
Going forward
e Wilde Trials Web App is the only online curation of international news reports on
the Wilde trials. Unlike Ryan Cordell’s Viral Texts Project, which examines how, why,
and what kinds of texts were reused in nineteenth-century American newspapers, the
Wilde Trials Web App features a corpus of texts that is clearly deﬁned around a
singular, major news event. ese texts are corrected, and meant to aid both reading
and analysis. When the Web app is publicly launched, projected for spring 2017, it will
include a reading interface for reading the collection of the reports, as well as the
diﬀerent analytical interfaces. As we prepare for the launch, we will also be developing
some of its functions.
One aspect of the program in development is its text-sharing detection algorithm. e
Web app’s tools are currently based on Levenshtein distance, which measures the
number of edits required to turn one passage of text into another. Other measures of
similarity include cosine (which shows similarity based on word frequency without
regard to word order) and the Jaccard index (which shows similarity based on words
common to two passages). We expect that the diﬀerent measures of these string metrics
will reveal diﬀerent patterns of copying and text sharing in the corpus, which could bear
on our analysis. It may be possible to reﬁne the cosine word-frequency similarity by
using N-grams (sequences of two, three, or more words) to detect plagiarism. e use of
natural language processing (NLP) tools could also be used to reduce inﬂected or
derived words to their root word stem. e program’s algorithms consider “examination”
and “examined” to be diﬀerent words even though they are both derived from “exam.” It
may be possible to detect more instances of copying by applying stemming or
lemmatization to the text before processing. We are also exploring machine-generated
translation for detecting text sharing from English into French.
In addition to improving our text-sharing algorithm, we are adding visual analytics to
facilitate our understanding of news coverage in relation to the international news
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Figure 11: Evidence of censorship in the Galignani Messenger. Galignani Messenger report from April 12, 1895 (le),
compared to a London Star report from April 11, 1895 (right).
structures that shaped it. We plan to incorporate mapping applications to visualize our
data on the volume, velocity, and veracity of the reports in diﬀerent regions of the
world. We have also been working on incorporating a network analysis application into
the Web app, which will organize text-sharing data into networked relationships,
displaying the diﬀerent ﬂows of news on the Wilde trials. Incorporating a network
graph application into the program will obviate the need to migrate the data over to
other soware, as has been our practice thus far. ese reﬁnements to the Web app
should lead to richer and more robust ﬁndings on news sharing and news ﬂows, and
increase our understanding of the geopolitical and market forces behind the
journalistic activity. e program will also oﬀer the ability to extract the metadata into
comma-separated values (CSV) ﬁles for processing outside the research environment.
We designed the Web app to help answer a computational question about shared news
content in the reporting of the Wilde trials, but as we have developed and used it, its
potential utility beyond its original design has emerged. e program might provide the
architecture for other large text-matching databases equipped with “similarity tools to
discover shared passages, borrowings, plagiarisms, and other forms of text recycling”
(Cooney, Roe, & Olsen, 2014, para. 65). e algorithms and soware are suﬃciently
generic that any simple XHTML data set could be used. As it was developed in the context
of plagiarism soware, it could be oﬀered as an open access alternative to currently
available commercial products, such as Turnitin. It could also be used to compare other
sets of documents, from the past to the present day, to investigate text sharing or viral
news events relevant for textual criticism, attribution studies, or stylistic analysis.
e Web app has also generated an unexpected spinoﬀ. Our experimentation with the
free-measure interface, which highlights revision text, revealed its potential use for
writing and revision, and has led to further collaboration designing a Web-based
digital writing revision tool. Text sharing and remixing are, and have been, central to
our cultural literacy. e text-comparison tools that we are designing are charting ways
forward for interactive qualitative and quantitative study of this fascinating textual
phenomenon, and for tools that will assist with its perpetuation.
Websites
CollateX, http://collatex.net/
Dublin Core Metadata Standards, http://dublincore.org/documents/dc-html/
Europeana, http://www.europeana.eu/portal/en
Gale-Cengage, http://www.gale.com
Gallica, http://gallica.bnf.fr/
Gephi, https://gephi.org/
eXistdb, http://exist-db.org/exist/apps/homepage/index.html
Juxta Commons, http://juxtacommons.org/
Mergely, http://www.mergely.com/
Tableau, http://www.tableau.com/
Trove, http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/
Turnitin, http://turnitin.com/
Viral Texts, https://viraltexts.org/
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